I keep getting the error: "Hit target is out of detection range for feature ___" This is when I am in manual mode and trying to take a hit using an auto feature. I don't.
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NOTES.


PC-DMIS CAD++ Software, Quindos, PC-DMIS Gear, LSP-X1h Scanning Probe. Manual

Brown & Sharpe CMM: 18" x 24" x 18" worktable. Starlite GX Vision. Hexagon Metrology
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PCamWire Solid PCDmis. Connector to remotely drive the PCDmis software Vision (pre set).

PC-Dmis. DEA Global Silver. Mobile 3-D measuring arms. Measuring range expandable. 0.58x to 7x.

PC. TESA-REFLEX Vista. Vision. TESA-VISIO. 26° Expansion of the Micro-Hite 3D Manual with the following additional functions:

3- CMM Machines including PC-DMIS Release 11, 4- Optical Comparators with calibration of gages, Vision System for ultra-precise small part measurement

Multiple CNC Machining Centers, Manual Mills, Boring Bars, Drills and Lathe. PC-DMIS VISION software with core algorithm certified by PTB. Imported core components.


PC-DMIS 2014.1 is a significant update of the world's most popular measurement software used for the collection, evaluation, management and presentation.

explained Allen Cius, vision/optics product specialist. Hexagon Metrology has significantly updated its PC-DMIS 2014.1 software.

Manual Independent. programming DCC CMM and/or vision systems (PC-DMIS, Measure Manual CMM, hardness tester, optical comparator, material analyzer. To export cloud point data of CMM (PCDMIS software) to the modeling software vision is quite established, the use segmenting of images with non-constrained curves/curves (Blend) scanning itself, 50% of manual work can be reduced.

PCDMIS 2015 is the latest release of Hexagon Metrology's world-leading dimensional measurement software package for coordinate measuring machines.


Vision Sensor · Through-The-Lens-Laser (TTL) · Chromatic White Light (CWS) measurement process as a viable alternative to a range of manual tools such.

PC-DMIS 2015 is the latest release of Hexagon Metrology's world-leading dimensional measurement software package for coordinate measuring machines. Setting and operating a CMM using PC-DMIS software.

Create and Programming of Vision System equipment using PCDMIS Software. Completion of measurements using manual equipment (Height Gauges, Mic's, etc).